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About This Game

The mysterious disappearance of a chief engineer Jonathan Finch, interrupts the construction of a trunk railway. Construction
company forced to freeze works. The head of the company sends a film footage with records of the accident to his friend, an ex-

army officer Richard Stone. Richard's attention rivets one of the tragical moments. He notices the stone monument, and its
origin become a riddle for the hero. Having agreed to participate in the investigation, Richard doesn't suspect yet, he takes a

dangerous path of a defender of an ancient civilization.

Features:

32 Animated and Picturesque Game Scenes

More Than 20 Challenging Mini Games

The inventory Objects Are Composite and Unique

Multipurpose Cane will help you out in tough situations

Mysterious Cryptex will be open by founding all crystals

Never get lost with our Interactive Map

Choose between 3 difficulty modes
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I like this game.
It's cute, and hand drawn animation is hard to do - it's done rather well here.
I love the rough aesthetic.

The controls are kinds weird, just think Tony Hawk - That's a good jumping-off point.
You have various movestyles - if you just tap a button to the beat ( the meter on the top of the screen shows you the beat )
you can hold a direction and tap, you can hold two buttons and do a "freeze" move
you can rotate the analogue stick with a button and various other conditons for power moves, it's a neat little system.
They also throw in little pauses where you have to hit the X boxes to the rhythm, and then do some badass poses afterwards by
pressing the buttons.

I can't stress enough how much fun this is to mess aorund in, and once you get a flow - you're gonna have a real good time.

There's one other thing I didn't quite get at first; every once in awhile, you'll see a movetype in a blue speech bubble - with a
little white line tracing it to act as a timer. I didn';t get it at first, but those are audience requests - if you perform the trick or
moveset type, you get a FIRE bonus.

There's variety of categories to amount to your score totals, and there's a variety of bboys and girls to choose from , each with
their own take on moves, and different styles and strengths.

as deep as it is, it is equally calm and low-key about just having fun. You don't seem to lose if you " do bad "
this isn't Parappa the Rapper - so just jump in, bust-a-move and get down on the floor =p. i love this serie of Lydie & Sue plus
that old character will show up and a bit of their story. if the new Atelier game are without these character i dont know if i
would continue playing this type of game. From Atelier Sophie until now are my favorite Character.. Great story. I've finished
all 4 options. Love the CG art style. Likeable hot vampires\/non-vamps.

There's a good and bad ending for each character.
The bad endings for Isaac and Luka are actually very interesting in a... sad "you shouldn't be enjoying this you weirdo" sort of
way.
Rex and Dominic's bad endings were not as engaging (likely because there is no CG for their bad end), but that's hardly a
drawback.

Anyway real review:
Lovely CG art style
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Interesting story
Fun characters
Likeable protagonist
The personality changes based on your responses do not have a massive impact, but an interesting aspect none-the-less that do
play a role in the responses you can use and the endings you get.
The love routes are unique enough that each ending and character bring a different aspect of the world and story.
If you would like a decent lengthed interactive BL story with sexy vampires and a dark undertone - this is def a game for you.

My (very minor) issues:
Rex's talking figure vs. CG figure are flipped as far as his hair and tattoo. Minorly distracting.
I don't like the talking figure art style as much as the CG one, but that is simply my personal aesthetic.
I want more (I know that's a copout, hush). I would love to see more DLC and I would happily see this as a longer game. It's
clear the developers have talent and ideas and I want to see what they can do with a bigger budget and team! The idea of
personality and interests changing based on choices is a cool one and the story was fun. I'd buy a more expensive, more polished,
longer version of this game, no question.

Final note: ...................... am I the only one who really, REALLY wants a Bishop DLC route? No? Just me, the weirdo?... okay..
Rating: 3/10]
I found that the camera implementation in this game rendered the whole thing almost impossible to play.
Rather than a chase camera positioned directly behind the marble at all times, the camera distance and perspective remain fixed
and the camera is rotated and zoomed separately. Very unintuitive.
I also had difficulty getting my xbox controller to work correctly in the game, and had to remap the controller myself - the first
time I have ever had to do this in a game purchased from Steam.
Too much frustration here - I'm out.. Don't touch this piece of crap which has been nominated for "The least complete bit of
abandonware on steam" award!
Congratulations on taking an interesting concept and buggering it up so hard it feels like it visited the BBC in the 70's!

Nominated for the Biggest♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥in the Universe Award - 2017
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Not saying much. But this game is pretty fun!. I am unable to play this game because I need a certain account that is from a
discontinued website. I payed 15 dollars for a game I cannot play. I'm pretty disappointed. Is there any way I could get a
refund?. Pretty good game.. Casual Unity platformer with various difficulty levels for (a little) replayability. Does feel satisfying
when you get some nice kills/dodges. Level editor has a lot to be desired however.. For a low budget "artsy" Indie game, this one
appealed to me, possibly because it has some elements of Spore in it, but seems to be a different approach to organism
simulation. It's more interesting than a typical shoot'em up or retro platformer that you get from most indie studios.

Well put together, although light on options, runs fine, and has, at least from cursory examination, a workable plot. You could
do worse, although this is probably just another game best picked out as part of a bundle. At least I didn't want to stab my eyes
out, like 99% of the competing indie dross makes me want to do.. This is a great game and great sequel to the UBERMOSH
series. This is 90 seconds murderfest arcade arena, which is something that we get to play rarely this days. But despite all that,
this is the easiest UBERMOSH game yet, which might be upsetting to some people, but it is still a great game. I clearly
recommend it to everyone who like this type of games, and as with all UBERMOSH games, you can start playing from whatever
game in the series you like.. Thank you Powerhoof for making a better version of this game, love it. I only wish more people
played it online.. A beautiful piece of art. A short but immersive theatrical play.
It's not very interactive but worth the try nevertheless.
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